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leading critics of prevailing health

policy including Dr. Joe Mercola,

Dr. Sherri Tenpenny, Dr. Pierre Kory,

Dr. Patrick Gentempo, Maureen

McDonnell, Del Bigtree, Sayer Ji,

Mikki Willis and others. This

roundtable discussion includes

lively questions and answers

involving topics rarely addressed in

mainstream policy conversations.

Original Rumble Video:

https://rumble.com/v2wmimw-

health-policy-roundtable.html
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health policy who debated topics

ranging from public health agency

capture to climate change.

Approximately 11,000 viewers

watched live as Dr. Pierre Kory,

Maureen McDonnell, Mikki Willis,

Dr. Joseph Mercola, Patrick

Gentempo, Dr. Sherri Tenpenny,

Sayer Ji and Del Bigtree asked

Kennedy, founder and chairman on

leave from Children’s Health

Defense (CHD), a series of

questions about how his

administration would address key

issues of concern to the medical

freedom movement.

“This is the moment when the

collapsing center, the

disintegrating center, the

dysfunctional health system finally

opens up and what has so long

been ‘alternative’ might become a

new mainstream that could

transform the health of this

country,” roundtable facilitator and

author Charles Eisenstein said,

kicking off the discussion.

McDonnell, a holistic pediatric

nurse and founder of Millions

Against Medical Mandates, asked

Kennedy how he would transform a



healthcare system from one

controlled by Big Pharma “where

for every ailment there’s a drug and

for every infection there’s a vaccine

or one in the pipeline” to one that

treats the root causes of the

illnesses and chronic conditions

plaguing the nation.

Kennedy said Pharma’s “mercantile

ambitions” have been allowed to

overwhelm the healthcare system,

and conflicts of interest have to be

eliminated.

That includes ending advertising by

Pharma, redirecting grants toward

studying chronic diseases, making

public health data such as the

Vaccine Safety Datalink available to

researchers, and having the U.S.

Department of Justice hold

journals accountable for

“racketeering with the

pharmaceutical industry to

systematically lie to the public,” he

said.

Kory, founder and president of

Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care

Alliance, asked Kennedy if

expanding funding for the National

Institutes of Health (NIH) to expand

oversight and data collection would



help to ensure commercial and

political bias stayed out of

research.

Kennedy said he thought NIH didn’t

need more money, it needed a new

focus.

He said NIH ought to study the

etiology of chronic disease rather

than studying infectious diseases,

which pose a lesser threat to

human health, and incubating new

pharmaceutical products. NIH

scientists personally profit from

inventing new products, which is a

practice he said needs to end.

Most importantly, Kennedy said, he

would “end all gain-of-function

research,” which he said is just a

disaster. “It’s given us no benefits.

It’s given us everything from Lyme

disease to COVID and many many

other diseases.”

Gentempo talked about the

“tyranny [that] can take hold all in

the name of medicine and all in the

name of science” as seen during

the COVID-19 pandemic. He asked

what Kennedy thought could be

done so it never happens again.

“We need to make it clear that the



Constitution is inviolable and that

even in an emergency, the most

dire emergency, you can’t waive

the Constitution and that you have

to go through the Democratic

process,” Kennedy said. To protect

that, he said, Congress must

change the criteria for declaring

states of emergency.

Osteopath and natural health

specialist Mercola talked about the

suppression of dissenting ideas.

“The Biden regime has been the

most authoritarian administration in

the United States’ history,” he said,

and ideas like those being

discussed in the round table were

“relentlessly censored from head to

toe.”

Kennedy said this censorship was a

betrayal of liberal ideology, which

“is about ideas … triumphing in the

marketplace of ideas.”

He talked about the recent

controversy over his proposed

debate with Dr. Peter Hotez, where

people defending Hotez’s refusal to

debate did so on the grounds that

he is an “expert” who should not

debate non-experts.



Kennedy said:

“What they’re saying is there’s kind

of a high priesthood of people who

are experts, and they should not

debate anybody else because

they’re the high priest and they

should just be trusted. …

“Now what they can say is, well, I’m

a crazy person. And it, you know,

and it, it just gives credence to my

crazy ideas. But my … crazy ideas

already have credence. …

“By the way, science is rooted in

reason. It’s rooted in empiricism.

And if you can’t defend science on

the battlefield of reason … you’re

not really a scientist, as I or any

scientist is expected to defend

their hypothesis in debate, in

heated, fierce debate.”

Responding to Tenpenny’s question

about how he would select his

medical advisory team, Kennedy

said he would draw from his

extensive network of people with

government, public health and

scientific experience — people like

Kory and Dr. Meryl Nass.

He added that his advisors would

be dissidents who were moving



away from the pharmaceutical

paradigm to “center all of our

objectives on actual metrics that

show better health.”

Sayer Ji, the founder of alternative

medicine portal GreenMedInfo,

asked Kennedy where he stood on

the World Health Organization

(WHO) pandemic treaty and the

proposed amendments to the

International Health Regulations,

which he said could threaten U.S.

sovereignty.

“Under my presidency, we’re not

going to be submitting to any WHO

treaty, and I’m going to be really

reevaluating the U.S. relationship

with the WHO on a lot of bases,”

Kennedy said.

He said the WHO previously did

important work, rooted in localized

processes and contexts, but that

today the WHO has been “hijacked

by big corporations who want to

promote their technologies and

promote one cookie cutter

technology for every problem.”

Willis, who produced the

“Plandemic” documentaries, told

Kennedy that as a veteran



environmental activist, he was

concerned with the way “the

climate change narrative has been

grossly exaggerated by power-

hungry politicians,” and asked

whether Kennedy agreed with that

assessment and how he would

retell the climate story.

Kennedy said he believes climate

change is an existential threat. He

said as an outdoorsman, he

watched the climate change, and

the idea that carbon traps heat has

long been known.

He also said he studied the science

produced as early as the 1970s by

the Exxon scientists who predicted

the corporation’s practices would

have devastating climatic effects.

But he agreed with Willis that the

“climate narrative has been

hijacked” by actors such as the

World Economic Forum, Bill Gates

and other elites “to consolidate

their power, diminish democracy,

constrict civil and human rights,

and to impose top-down

totalitarian controls.”

Kennedy proposed a “market-

based” rather than top-down



approach to dealing with climate

issues, where the cheapest and

most efficient energy sources

would be rewarded.

Those would generally be

renewable sources, he said,

providing examples of the

environmental costs created by

coal and gas exploitation that

would have to be internalized in the

type of system he’s advocating.

He added that people didn’t have

to believe in global warming to see

that coal dependency has to end.

Tenpenny said Kennedy’s position

on vaccines had been mixed and

asked for clarification about

whether he was against vaccines.

“I’m not against vaccines any more

than I’m against medicine,”

Kennedy said, adding that he would

support a vaccine if there was

evidence it made people safer and

healthier.

But, he added that he was against

vaccine mandates and all medical

mandates.

Finally, McDonnell brought up the

challenges of building collaboration



in the health freedom movement

and asked Kennedy how he would

deal with political divisions on all of

these issues, and beyond.

He said he thought people’s anger

is rooted in the fact that they are

being lied to, censored and

gaslighted. “The principal antidote

for that is a government that is just

rigorously truthful,” he said.

Documentarian and journalist

Bigtree, who spoke last, said the

health freedom movement is “truly

a people’s movement. And it

doesn’t matter what the media

says about it. They will not be able

to stop us.”

Vice and Rolling Stone immediately

published articles criticizing the

roundtable and its panelists.
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GammarayTx 1 week ago

I LOOKED all over the reports for
this link! It's incredibly sad how
much bashing is going on out
there... Thank you for this!

15 likes Reply

ckf 1 week ago

YES, MIKKI WILLIS! BOBBY: Your
position on the issue of climate
change being a man-made
aberration from a naturally
occurring phenomenon that has
characterized the earth and driven
its geological, geographic and
biological evolution since its
inception is concerning. And the
solutions proposed by the Left are
driven by political, profit, power
and control motives, are already
doing significant environmental
damage, like most ill-conceived,
short-sighted solutions for non-
existent problems.

The absurdity of the solutions
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currently being implemented for a
non-existent problem, e.g.,
population (Congo), biological,
and environmentally destructive
windmills, batteries and solar
panels, constitute an absolute
fraud, just like the SARS-CoV-2
pandemic and the toxic, often
lethal Covid-19 "vaccines," which
are still being pushed and
destroying live in the present.

13 likes Reply

soulbee 1 week ago

Thanks Sunfellow! 

# $

 A couple
of my friends watched live and
said it was great.

11 likes Reply

kenyon11 1 week ago

I find this ray of sunshine, this
symposium, a bit of validation that
I have not been putting my
attention into the wrong people.
These are my heroes, and my
tears while watching this were
tears of relief that somehow,
someday, these concerns would
be addressed. I find my nervous
system is so OVER being lied to. I
find these lies demand that I rest a
lot. Anyone else?
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ckf 1 week ago

Bobby: I just read on Getter/ War
Room that you are "anti-gun" and
"pro abortion". The terminology
used makes me distrust that this
statement is true, but I would
suggest that you create a page on
your website clarifying what your
positions are on these and other
controversial issues.

7 likes Reply

SlutbunnWaller 1 week ago

Bobby “the Body” Kennedy!

6 likes Reply

YoMisma 1 week ago

I was hopeful until he talked about
his position on abortion. Sorry, I
am a full time Prolife.

5 likes Reply

sawajako 1 week ago

To get crucial CONTEXT on
climate change check out a short
book with lots of graphs by a
geologist by the name of
Wrightstone. The ebook version
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can be freely viewed and
download on archive.org. I'll make
it easy for folks and drop the link
below:
https://ia803003.us.archive.org/2
3/items/itbgw/Inconvenient%20Fa
cts%20by%20Gregory%20Wright
stone%20%282017%29.pdf
other formats:
https://archive.org/details/itbgw
Eisenstein has the good take (In
my opinion) on this I remember,
and one I've shared for many
years and that is a focus on
pollution, not CO2. Pollution is
known to be bad by the vast
majority if not every single human
on the plant. Who likes to breathe
toxic air, drink water or swim in
water contaminated by pollutants
or eat toxic food?

4 likes Reply

ClearVisioneer 1 week ago

Princeton scientists have stated
that CO2 absorbs a specific
spectrum of light, and to raise the
temperature by 1 degrees it takes
twice as much CO2 as is currently
is in the atmosphere, then the
next 1 degrees takes twice as
much CO2 as exists at that time
(2x, then 4x, then 8X etc). CO2 is
not toxic, only 0.4% (not even half
of 1 percent) of the atmosphere. It
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makes plants grow faster. Why not
just plant more trees? There are
probably other variables related to
the environment that are more
important than CO2 like don't let
mercury get into rivers and
streams. Nobody should feel
guilty about breathing out CO2. If
you meditate under a tree you
might imagine that tree loves your
CO2. I think habitat protection is a
reasonable approach with a better
understanding of the pertinent
variables. There have probably
been times in the earths past that
the climate was warmer and
plenty of life thriving. To go
further in being a de alarmist, a
gradually rising see level is not a
civilization threatening process
with plenty of time to adjust for
the gradual process. Wars and
mobs of people can probably
destroy real estate much faster.
I'm not saying we should have a
lazy attitude about it, but the
alarmism is overboard.
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thank you !
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Yeah, I may return to the Dem
party, not sure yet. The last Dem I
voted for was Jimmy Carter. That
was a disaster. If I vote, RFK, Jr., it
will be for the man and coattails
be damned. I will only vote for
people who stand with him...be
they Republican or Democrat.

3 likes Reply

ExcuseMeVacc 1 day ago

Watching from Brazil, link
obtained via article by Dr.
Mercola.
As a messenger, in Brazil, of the
fake Covid-19 pandemic, I need to
be aware of what is happening in
the USA.

3 likes Reply

RumbleRegistrationIsBS 1 week ago

Too bad rfk is a climate retard,
solar panels last 20 years max.
This interview was great, now we
know to support him but not vote
for him.

2 likes Reply

Deniseluce13 1 week ago

This is all well and good but if
you're protecting children how do
you stand on abortion. What
about the corruption of the FBI
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and DOJ? :Your medical reforms
sound great but we do need to
know how we are going to take
back America.

2 likes Reply

Jiren 1 week ago

Getting rid of CO2 means getting
rid of PEOPLE. That’s part of the
WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM
AGENDA and Bill Gates.

2 likes Reply

LindaYA 2 days ago

The climate change issue is a
problem for me, if he believes it is
anthropogenic. How about just
end climate engineering----Dane
Wiggington. The earth can heal
itself, and humans can come up
with solutions to using less oil and
eventually wean us from fossil
fuels.

2 likes Reply

sarahm20 2 days ago

Good man! He is pro abortion
however that's now in the hands
of the states. I don't care for the
climate change perspective. I vote
republican but would be satisfied
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with his leadership in the White
House as President or any
capacity. Thank you for this
symposium.

2 likes Reply

MinaKalbarri 1 week ago

Is he pro abortion? If yes then his
stance on these vaccines is
hypocritical. We need clarification.

1 like Reply

Wlhapf6565 1 week ago

I stand with you!!!

%

1 like Reply

ellie1111 6 days ago

Why did all of these people refuse
to look at studies presented to
them by Dr Ardis???

1 like Reply

drelizama 2 days ago

Greetings with much respect,
would have loved to have
representation of African
American, Latino and other
underrepresented minorities,
healthcare professionals in the
panel.

1 like Reply
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MagnumO 2 days ago

All these RFK, Jr health experts
that all totally ignore the
deuterium factors in health, as
well as the main motive for why
JFK was killed.

Either expose and deal with
deuterium in health issues or be
dummed out of politics

1 like Reply

lauren7777 1 week ago

A lot of things aren't adding up
here. A year or two ago, I looked
at his 'climate change' website. It
was HUGE and there were PAGES
OF DONORS, all the top
elitists....Hillary Clinton, Bill &
Melinda Gates, Jeff Bezos, etc.
etc. etc. That climate change
website was taken down/ hidden.
Nowhere to be found. Pretty sure
it was linked to his CHD website
but it impossible to find now. If
anyone has seen it recently and
can share a link, that would be
appreciated. If I could have
foreseen this situation that he
would suddenly throw his hat in
the ring for president, I would
have screenshot his pages. Maybe
I did and forgot. But he's not
being upfront. He's a politician.
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Not like his uncle or father, but a
politician of these times who says
what he has to say to play the
game.
He doesn't even seem to
understand that vaccines are
completely UNNECESSARY and
were created to harm and not
help. How can he be talking about
vaccines when he doesn't even
understand that basic simple truth
about pharma? Based on what he
has said and continues to say, he
doesn't understand the whole
picture or the depths of the
corruption, imo. Vaccines harm.
ALL of them harm. They were
created to harm. When he says
that loudly, maybe I'll listen to him.
But it doesn't matter. At the end of
the day, President Trump is still
the rightful President and the CiC
and he will be President again.

0 likes Reply

Jiren 1 week ago

Damn …. I love RFK jr … BUT he is
WRONG about the Climate
Change HOAX. He’ll make a good
VP candidate to Trump but I want
him NOWHERE near the economy.

Damn. 
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FedUpWBS 5 days ago

For this being a “Health Policy”
talk, I really don’t hear anything
about what he would do to change
the policies. What about making it
mandatory that insurance
companies cover any kind of
treatment, as long as it works.
Spinal decompression has been
around for years, and yet the
insurance companies still consider
it “experimental.” If it keeps a
person from having surgery and it
works and helps a person, cover
the treatment. Also, he talks about
vaccines, but what about natural
remedies that help people. Also,
we want anyone that was involved
in what happened for the last 3
yrs.punished for their actions and
crimes that were committed
against the people.

0 likes Reply
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